Corporate Edition : Certification Module
 Reduced administration
 Shorter training cycle
 Reduction in trainers needed
 Real-time monitoring
 Comprehensive Reporting
Inchone in responding to the Industry needs have developed a Certification Module as an
option to the Corporate Edition Learning Management System. Using Inchone’s Online
Training & Certification System has the following advantages :

Reduced Administrative Work
The administration of the online certification is not only minimised, it is virtually eliminated. If the
system is integration to the HR System whereby it can draw on the latest employee status, it
leaves only for the administrator to assign the employees the courses to be taken. Once that is
done, the system virtually takes over the rest of the function in monitoring, assessment and even
reporting

Content : Developed once, deployed instantly
The great thing about online learning, is that once the
online content is developed, it can be deployed instantly to
anywhere in the world, with a network connection of
course. Content which have multimedia contents will be
more enriching than content on print or even on slides
since employees can interact with it on his own time.

Assessment : Online and instant feedback
An online assessment system with instant feedback reduce
the trainers time in having to mark the papers. A question
bank allows the tester to select from a list on questions and
also even randomise the list to different learners so that all
of them do not have the same list of questions. Also
assessment results can be analysed to provide feedback
on the area of weaknesses that employees then to fail in.
Thus, weaknesses can thus be rectified easily.

Certification : Online Monitoring
The administrator or the trainer can view on line the
certification status of any employee under their charge.
Progress status like progress of the course material or
Assessment results can be accessed. The certification
module does not only monitor the current certification
status, it is also able to issue new certification dates and
monitor their ongoing certification status. This automatic
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monitoring process takes away a great deal of load from
the supervisor or manager and they can concentrate on
supervising the line.

Report : One button generation
The reporting function provides fully scale reporting on
from summary generation to full scale reporting of
employees status. This report will also be able to generate
Skill Matrix Reports which will be invaluable to online
supervisors

Other features in the system :
Features
Online Authoring Tool

Multilingual Interface

Communication Tools

Intranet / Internet

Integration

Compliance
Fully Customisable

Description
Given as an option, the very user friendly tool is created
specifically to created procedure related content for the
manufacturing sector.
The system interface can be displayed in any languages
particularly East Asian Languages like Chinese,
Japanese, Thai etc...
The system comes with communication tools like email,
forums and chat rooms that allows the users and
trainers to communicate.
The system can be deployed either Intranet or Internet.
Intranet allows users to communicate within its own
network without access to the global internet network.
The system can be integrated with other system like the
HR System to draw employee data or be linked to the
Manufacturing System so that employee certification
status can be updated there.
The system is fully compliance to international
standards like AICC,SCORM & IMS.
The system can be customised to meet the exacting
needs of the customers.

About Inchone
Founded in the year 2000, Inchone Pte Ltd initiated its operations as an e-Learning and IT
solutions provider. Today, we are recognized as a premier vendor providing the most
advanced e-Learning solutions to organizations and help them increase benefits, save costs
and improve profitability. Backed by a strong track record, our tried and well-tested online
solutions have been accepted by a fast growing list of satisfied customers, including many
eminent corporations, education and training institutions and government organizations.

For More Information
To learn more about the Certification Module, please contact PL Yap at
powlook@inchone.com.
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